Pure intrigue in an oasis of calm
SO SPA CONCEPT

Inspired by the Asian folktale of Himmapan, So SPA is a bold escape, blending French sophistication with Thai expertise. Each of the treatment rooms is steeped in mystique and linked to the Seven Heavenly Ponds. Retreat into 600 square metres of limitless luxe.

Discover a legend in cosmetology, with So Treatments curated by the world-renowned Ytsara and Cinq Mondes. Let the alluring story of So SPA unfold.

FACILITIES

In a setting of exclusivity, experience contemporary urban splendour.

• Seven treatment rooms
• Three So Suite Spas for overnight stays
• Welcoming Reception area
• Socialising Patio
• A secluded relaxation area
• The Experience Shower
• Manicure and pedicure area
• Sauna and steam rooms
• Exclusive Hammam Turkish bath

Prepare to enter a new realm of luxury.
SIGNATURE TREATMENTS

Serenity of Five Elements-90 minutes
Feel the vital energy flow through your entire body, with deep vibrations spread into meridians and muscles to free unreleased energy. Discover complete stress relief with an oil massage, herbal compress, aroma tapping and metal ball massage.

So Exhilarating Massage-60 minutes
A euphoric and emollient body massage, to refresh your mind and tone up your silhouette. Calming motions coupled with strong movements for 360-degree exhilaration. Revitalize yourself from head to toe.

So Rejuvenating Facial-60 minutes
Start fresh with a honey and cucumber treatment. A soft harmony for your face, inspired by French techniques and Thai recipes. Bring youth back to your skin and let the magic of rejuvenation take hold.
SO SUITE SPA

Journey further into the mysterious forest of So Spa and encounter the highest reaches of bliss. Uncover So SPA’s three exclusive So SPA rooms.

Discover your own personal urban oasis during your overnight stay, where privacy meets utter relaxation. Each is beautifully appointed to enhance your Spa experience and ease you into a state of calm, inspired by the wood element of Sofitel So Bangkok. Ensuite treatments by expert massage and cosmetology specialists whenever you desire. For unbounded relaxation, wrap yourself up in So SPA.
So SPA collaborates with two award-winning brands. Cinq Mondes, specialising in authentic French cosmetology products, is an authority in French savoir-faire with over 600 Spas worldwide. Ytsara is a treasure chest of Asian beauty secrets, with products made using all natural ingredients for holistic healing. So SPA selects the purest and most exclusive products to guide you through the sylvan glades of serenity.